One of the great challenges of any artistic pursuit is to create work that moves past previous efforts, to push the bounds of current practice and to discover new ways of working-to be original. The drive to be unique can often send the concerned artist down a road of second-guessing, over-processing ideas until they have been washed clean of inspiration and beaten into a pulp of artistic insecurity. The results often run the risk of becoming safe presentations that protect the vanity of the creator by resting close to previous accomplishments, holding at bay failure or severe critical assessment. It is easier to work with what we know.
or fish-that place where it has life but has not fully formed itself. In many ways this then makes sense when applied to the notion of "ideas." Here we are taking the larva of an idea out of the imagination and imbuing it into a larval object that can be heldessentially putting the idea into our hand and allowing both the body and brain to play with it in the same moment.
In an exercise we use, we ask ourselves to create a puppet head with some sense of character. The immediate response is to predetermine some kind of character and to then set off to build it. In this process the creator sits hunched over their work in a way that clearly shows that their brain is in the lead; it is telling the hands how to move and what to build. The result is often predictable regardless of the expertise, talent, or ability of the artist-it's what we expect the character to look like. If the artist simply builds an obscure lump and searches within it to discover that same character the body and brain are allowed to work in concert with each other, there is a recognizable difference in the posture of the artist as they work. They sit differently. Often their shoulders and face relax; their breath might even deepen or slow just slightly. There and that an artist will lose her mind if she scans the internet to check the originality of her ideas-but through operating with a childlike mind to release the lens of censuring ideas and dive hog-wild into the trough of unbridled creation, where anything is possible.
The abstract form has engaged my imagination.
Small hand mask (puppet face) neoprene pulled from mould cast from clay. Discovering character from the abstract shape. New England Puppet Intensive, Williamstown, MA. 2015.
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Recently I was at a friend's house for some holiday grub and the children were let loose upon slabs of ginger cookie, icing, sprinkles, and rock-hard jujubes. They were making little houses, and when they were done there was an array of architectural attempts. The older kids did things properly and made quaint little houses, but the younger kids had no idea what they were supposed to do and created all manner of jumbled madness. The correct houses lacked a certain visceral creative energy that was evident in the younger children's attempts. I had to ask myself why that was. What is it about the artistic efforts of children that I find so engaging? Why do I regard a drawing of a human with a massive body and miniature head with three eyes so intriguing? I don't stop to question the artist's motivation but rather invest immediately in the inquiry into the human condition-and the possibility that perhaps we do have three eyes and have just forgotten about one of them. The abstract form has engaged my imagination.
The root of my appreciation for children's art is not a reaction to what has been done but rather to how it has been done. My own inspiration is sparked by their basic, human instinct to simply create, to respond to life through art. It is in all of us but has grown dormant in many adults through the endless cerebral journey of judging good from bad, pretty from ugly, and talent from "please stop doing that." It is for this reason that I invest so heavily in the abstract form when looking to further my own understanding of the creative process. It forces my calculating and adult mind into unfamiliar terrain, a fog that obscures any intrinsic value of art and forces me to employ a sense of far focus into the possibility of art. It draws me into a journey.
The majority of my current, practice-based research-which is connected to the pursuit of puppetry art-can be tied back to the larval form. This is not only in the application of Larval Masks (made popular through the teaching of Lecoq and inspired by masks worn in the Carnival of Basel in Switzerland), but also in the abstract and larval shape of objects: crudely made lumps of fabric or balled-up paper and tape. This approach is adding to a national renaissance of sorts, reclaiming puppetry as a sophisticated style of art rather than as something that is merely relegated to children's programming (be it on television or at birthday parties); something that can reach deep into the human psyche and touch upon epic and dark subject matter. It may seem ironic that a voyage into simple and half-formed shapes could plumb such complex themes, but in this case the abstract is only the soil within which to plant the seed of discovery.
The word larval itself stands as the adjective form of the "larva," that state in a creepy-crawly's process of becoming an insect ctr 172 fall 2017 vital energy in the animated-object; it is one of the enduring qualities of a puppet show. This is the kind of rich experience that one has when working in abstract ways to create theatre or any kind of art. It is something less dictated and more experienced. But we all see a slightly different turtle, and this adds to the shared journey.
Another step in working with the larval shape is working with what others see. When we build the abstract lump and search within it for a sense of character or face, we make decisions and consider what we feel is the best that it has to offer. If that same lump is passed around the group, what often happens is that someone else sees an even more expressive visage in the offering. This is the strength of the collective. When we recognize this potential, we can lend that discovery to other areas of the work as we start to share ideas.
Most of us have a precious relationship to our own ideas and we want the project and the group to embrace them and to move is a greater sense of far focus in their gaze as they look for signs of this character that they themselves will come to know. In this way the artist does not impose his desire of a character on the journey; rather he comes to discover a character, a stranger that must become familiar through time.
As we begin to understand the possibilities within the halfformed we release a sense of control in our process and allow ourselves to work without fully knowing what we hope the outcome will be. This can often be tricky for the artist who wants some sense of determination in the final product. Very much as in collective creation, there has to be a release of singular control, and in this case, it is like working in tandem with the cosmic unknown.
When considering the art of puppetry one has to remember that a puppet sits as a representation of something. A puppet of a turtle is not a turtle; it is representation of a turtle. This reality adds to the shamanistic quality of the puppet. It means that we must create a shape and then gather together in some agreement that it could be a turtle, and then we must collectively work to imbue life into the object. In this way, we conjure a turtle into existence. The fact that we are not actually building a turtle empowers the puppet-artist and gives them a certain amount of latitude. It allows them to embrace the abstract form.
Puppetry at its foundation is very much like folk art and is often most effective when there is some distortion to the form. When we embrace the larval-life within an object we recognize the possibility that there could be life, and we extend our own sense of life toward it to help finish the equation. In this manner, we add to the life and become one with it. People are often surprised by the Students exploring the convergence and relationship of mask and abstract lumps in exercise. Banff Puppet Intensive, Banff Centre. 2016.
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As we begin to understand the possibilities within the half-formed we release a sense of control in our process and allow ourselves to work without fully knowing what we hope the outcome will be.
concept that is present in many cultures to explain the idea of life-energy that flows throughout our bodies. If one entertains this possibility as a real thing, then the concept can become a tool that defines part of the relationship between the performers and the audience. Through practice, an ensemble can become proficient in extending or receiving this force, or at the very least, become more aware of its presence.
The exercises are rooted in movement. There is a prescribed external physical form that is asked of the participant, and the tempo varies from fast to slow, abrupt to fluid. Through the work, the individual is asked to generate a specific connection to an inner, emotional journey that is not relayed through obvious expressions or gestures. Folks are asked to make the inner journey as intense as possible and to build and shift this intensity through an improvisational manner connected to their imagination. This work is then juxtaposed to the rigid outer physical form. Once the structure of the exercise has been imparted it is repeated much like the katas of a martial art. In most cases, there is early success and the practicing artist discovers something new in their understanding of performance. As the work continues the learning curve levels out and the individual must develop a relationship to the spirit of repetition. There are plateaus of understanding that occur, and those that practice the form must work through the journey of keeping their focus and concentration sharp and fresh, even when they think they have reached the maximum benefit that the work has to offer-all the while holding the question in the back of their mind: how does this relate to puppetry?
In this manner, the Suzuki work becomes a larval exercise toward the purpose of puppetry. We have put our work in direct relationship to an unknown-something that may very well not have an answer. This is key in working with the larval shape. Many artists can become enveloped by the need to have an answer. We all want to be intelligent in our work, but sometimes the impetus to arrive at an answer or solution undermines the ability to invest in the possibility of something-in this case an unexpected and new understanding, or new relationship to, puppetry.
There is an immense amount of trust that is connected to this work. We often talk about the need for trust in our work as artists, but for the most part, this trust is directed toward one other, so that we have a safe and caring environment in which to work. In applying our process to the larval shape, we must trust in the process as opposed to the person, to provide some sense of purchase in the outcome even if there is no immediate pay off. When we begin to value work that has the potential to deny us answers critical to determining our direction, we open ourselves to the possibility of arriving at unexpected destinations. Too often ideas that may have borne fruit are passed over having been tried only once, because we are too eager to get to something that 'works,' or that is not messy, or that makes sense. them forward. It takes a very experienced collaborator to have impartial connections to her own ideas, and even then there is often a struggle to let go and move to someone else's suggestion. In the case of the aforementioned exercise of passing the lump, one begins to realize that seeing something from the outside affords one the ability to think of it differently, with less attachment, and to see it in some manner through a more detached lens-to see its possibilities as opposed to our personal, perceived realities. In essence, this becomes a form of collective dramaturgy.
We can also apply the notion of the larval shape to movement exercises and begin to work with our bodies in abstract ways and then ask: how does this provoke our creative momentum? Among the physical approaches to puppetry, we look to investigate work tied to the training modalities of Tadashi Suzuki, the famed Japanese director. Suzuki's work presents the performer with exercises that serve many functions; the function that we are most interested in is developing our personal and physical relationship with Ki energy-that vital energy that moves into and out of all things. Ki energy is more commonly recognized as Chi energy and is a The brain is a powerful tool and sometimes it can distract us with the promise of preconceived answers to questions we may have in regard to our creative journey. By holding our work in reference to something half-formed, we accept the reality that we might not come to an answer. Instead of reaching toward a finite end we invest more in the journey, unaware of the final destination, but working through an embodied process that is giving our whole body a kick at the can-without knowing it we may actually take a step closer to that original idea.
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